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Anonymized data from
hotels worldwide

THN recognizes user behavior independently of how a
website is built or what technology it uses. Data is
taken from BenchDirect Destinations using THN's
global network of hotel clients as a basis. The analysis
covers the main metrics related to an effective direct
channel strategy: 

For the report, we analyze the evolution from June
2022 until April 2023. These dates are based on
Browsing Dates (the dates on which a user visited the
hotel website, made a search or booked a room), not
stay dates at the property. 
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https://www.thehotelsnetwork.com/en/benchdirect/?utm_source=report&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=BD-monthly-report
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 Website Funnel
Conversion Rate
Graph description
Comparison of three types of website conversion rate,
analyzing the full booking funnel for hotels in Italy.

Total Conversion rate is the percentage of total unique
website visitors who made a booking.
Visitor to Booking Engine conversion is the % of unique
visitors who made a search on the Booking Engine, while
Booking Engine to Booking conversion is the % of those
visitors who made a search on the Booking Engine who ended
up booking.
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Visitors by Device
Graph description
Breakdown of Italy's hotel website traffic by device (Mobile, Desktop and
Tablet). 
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06Conversion by Device
Graph description
Comparison of the average hotel website conversion rate by device
(Mobile, Desktop and Tablet) for hotels in Italy. Data is based on the
device on which the direct booking occurred.



Graph description
Monthly breakdown of the Length of Stay for hotels in Italy.
 
o LOS search is the average number of nights for searches made on the hotel's Booking Engine,
regardless of the number of unique visitors that made those searches.
o LOS booking is the average number of nights a booking was made for, regardless of when those
bookings are due. 

Length 
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OTA Disparities
Graph description
Average price disparities triggered by searches made on hotel
websites in Italy.

Frequency is the % of times the OTA’s rate was cheaper than the
hotel's rate
Amount is the % of price difference between the hotel's rate and
the OTA rate. 
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BenchDirect

Understand your hotel brand’s direct channel 

like never before and avoid being left in the dark
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https://www.thehotelsnetwork.com/en/benchdirect/?utm_source=report&utm_medium=report&utm_campaign=BD-monthly-report
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